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FROM THE DESK OF THE EDITOR

Floods in Pakistan – 2010 and 2011

Termed as worst
flood in 80 years

F

loods are among earth’s most common and most destructive natural hazards. Pakistan is faced with
such a situation during Pakistan Floods of 2010, and 2011 which are termed as worst and disasters
like never before and ever witnessed in the history of the country. The World Memon Organization
(WMO) was very much there to help.

It is historically admitted that since its emergence, the Memon Community has proved to be a dedicated
community in saving lives and relieving sufferings of the human race. It is also evident that wherever Memons have set their foot, they have played a vital role in providing humanitarian services in various spheres of
education, social uplift and healthcare.
The Memon Community has done a lot of work in East Pakistan floods and in recognition of which, the
Government of Pakistan was pleased to confer Sitara-e-Imtiaz on many Memon dignitaries.
The WMO has left no stone unturned in the difficult days in whatever manner and came to the rescue of
flood affected families in Pakistan in their time of distress. It has provided much needed shelter, food and
medicines to the unfortunate families wherever humanly possible. It has even sent its para medical team of
doctors and nurses to the flood affected areas.

The unrelenting floods in Pakistan have already affected millions of people. The monstrous waters have
destroyed thousands of hectares of crops and shattered countless livlihoods. Quite a sizeable portion of Pakistan has remained underwater. The floods directly affected these unfotunate people mostly by destruction of
property, livelihood and infra structure.
The torrents have washed away homes, schools, roads, bridges and other infra-structural facilities. Floods
were driven by unprecedented monsoon rains which were forecasted to continue and were described as the
worst in this area in the last 80 years.
On one hand, the infra structure of the province has already been destroyed by terrorism; and on the
other, whatever was left, was finished off by these floods. The floods of 2011 is the worst calamity in the history. Millions of Pakistanis were left with food shortages. It has burst banks of Indus River submerging the
nearby villages.
The flood waters on account of choked sanitation and other obstructions, played havoc in the lower area
where water is continuously accumulating and even entered the houses of the villagers.
It is very unfortunate and painful to note that inspite of repeated warnings and early intimation, government has put deaf ears and done nothing to repair and clear the damaged sewerage pipelines or improve the
sanitation system. Even when flood waters recede, the affected areas are often blanketed in silt and mud, for
which all possible efforts will have to be made to make these areas accessible conveniently.
Due to the choked condition of the pipelines, there is every possibility that if remedial measures are not
taken immediately, the situation will further deteriorate and will take quite some time to repair the damaged
roads and make them road-worthy and drain out the accumulated water.
We sincerely wish and pray God Almighty in His bounty to pardon us, forgive our sins and bestow His
mercy on us.

Pir Muhammad A. Kaliya
Chief Editor
Memon Alam
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Report of the flood relief work September 2011 onwards

Help to the hapless
World Memon Organisation (WMO) and Shaikhani Foundation
Along with Pakistan Navy, Rehnuma Trust &
Dhoraji Memon Association

When the floods of July-August 2010 devastated the province of Sindh, Pakistan, particularly Jaati area
in District Sajawal, the World Memon Organisation and Shaikhani Foundation had played an effective
role in providing all possible relief to the people of the area by distributing ration, tents, medicines, clothing and other necessities of life on daily basis.

When the flood waters receded in the areas of Hashim Malah and Yousuf Malah, one hundred eleven
(111) houses were built at the cost of Rs.15 Million and were handed over to the flood affected families.
Their barren land was also made fit for cultivation to secure the future of their children.
MEMON ALAM
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The recent floods of August 2011 have also caused widespread damage and destroyed thousands of
acres of cultivated land, which the poor farmers had toiled so hard to raise crops.

The areas of Badin, Sanghar and Mirpur Khas were heavily flooded and due to non-availability of dry
land, people had to dispense with the dead bodies into water. Some eight million people have been rendered homeless while 300 deaths took place.

Once again, with the spirit to serve the nation, World Memon Organisation and Shaikhani Foundation
jointly stepped forward to distribute food, tents, medicines and other necessary items to the flood affected people of Sindh — 1,000 Ration Bags, 300 tents and medicines and Cash amount were distributed
to the affected people.
8
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Initially, 10,000 Ration Bags were acquired along with 300 tents and medicines.

At this juncture, the members of World Memon Organisation, Pakistan Chapter namely Mr. Pir Muhammad
A. Kaliya (Secretary General, WMO), Mr. Shoaib Ismail Mangroria (Vice President), Mr. H.M. Shahzad (Assistant Secretary General, WMO), Commander Azhar of Pakistan Navy and Mr. Mahmood Shaikhani (President,
Shaikhani Foundation) had a meeting to formulate line of action for relief to the affected families.

Vice Admiral of Pakistan Navy, Mr. Tayyab Ali Dogar, offered to transport all the goods to various flood
affected areas free of cost. Accordingly, 5,500 Ration bags, 300 tents and medicines, 300 water coolers and 1,800 mosquito nets were dispatched through Pakistan Navy, which were then distributed to the
flood affected families. In addition, cash amount of about Rs.250,000/- was also distributed in the above
stated areas in five phases.
MEMON ALAM
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Vice Admiral of Pakistan Navy, Mr. Tayyab Ali Dogar, offered to transport all the goods to various flood
affected areas free of cost. Accordingly, 5,500 Ration bags, 300 tents and medicines, 300 water coolers and 1,800 mosquito nets were dispatched through Pakistan Navy, which were then distributed to the
flood affected families. In addition, cash amount of about Rs.250,000/- was also distributed in the above
stated areas in five phases.

On Wednesday, 21st September 2011, a Relief Camp was set up in Cadet College, Sanghar whose Principal Colonel (Retd.) Altaf Nabi Dar fully cooperated with our team and took them for a detailed round of
affected areas, especially Goth Nawaz Ali and Berani which are worst affected by the flood.

At this occasion, Commander Jawad, Mr. Jam Aamir Ali, Col (R) Altaf Nabi Dar, Mr. Mahmood
Shaikhani and other elders and dignitaries of the area were also present.
10
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On Saturday, 24th September 2011, with help of Pakistan Navy, the World Memon Organisation and
Shaikhani Foundation, reached Goth Maluk, Mirpur Khas District with relief goods consisting of 1000
ration bags, tents and medicines. This area was inundated with flood water and people of the area were
eagerly awaiting for the aid.

At that occasion, the affected people narrated their ordeal to the Media people and said that Pakistan
Navy, the World Memon Organisation (WMO) and Shaikhani Foundation were the first to come to their
rescue and offer relief and added that they had nothing left with them. All their belongings have been
swept away by the flood waters, rendering them homeless and destroying all of their cultivated land.

On this occasion, Mr. H.M. Shahzad, Assistant Secretary General WMO, Commander Jawad and Mr.
Mahmood Shaikhani, President, Shaikhani Foundation were also present.
MEMON ALAM
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Similarly, Pakistan Navy, World Memon Organisation and Shaikhani Foundation, paid a visit to Sanghar
on Thursday, 29th September 2011. They had with them 1500 Ration bags, medicines, tents, water coolers and mosquito nets.
At Goth Sirhari, 500 ration bags, medicines, tents
and mosquito nets were distributed. Thereafter, they
reached Shah Poorja, after driving the truck and vehicle in knee-deep water for an hour, where again
500 bags of ration, medicines, tents, water coolers
and mosquito nets were distributed among flood affected people of the area.
In the end, the team reached Matiyari and distributed
500 ration bags, medicines, tents, water coolers and
mosquito nets among flood affected people of the area
and expressed their solidarity and sympathy with the
people and assured them further help and cooperation.
On this occasion, the Assistant. Secretary General, Mr.
H.M. Shahzad, Commander Jawad, Commander Aftab
and the President of Shaikhani Foundation Mr. Mahmood
Shaikhani, were also present.

The office bearers of Ladies Wing of World Memon Organisation, Pakistan Chapter, Madam Hawa Abdullah (on the left in the picture), Chairperson, and Madam Amina Ganny (on the right), Vice Chairperson, were also present.
In the 4th phase, on Wednesday, 5th October 2011, the World Memon Organisation and Shaikhani Foundation, with the help of Pakistan Navy, visited Sanjhoro, Jhol and Padri Jo Goth, which are most difficult
and remote areas of district Sanghar, with 1000 ration bags.

The team reached Padri Jo Goth, which is known by this name due to its Christian minority population,
and distributed 350 Ration Bags.
12
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According to the Priest (Mr. Paulus Gill), no help so far reached for the affected people of the area and
the way Pakistan Navy, the World Memon Organisation and Shaikhani Foundation had provided relief
goods, after passing through most difficult terrain, was most commendable and gratefully appreciated
by the people of the area.

At this occasion, talking to the media, Mr. H.M. Shahzad, Chairman, WMO Flood Relief Committee and
Mr. Mahmood Shaikhani, President, Shaikhani Foundation, told ARY News Channel that they were distributing relief goods to the affected people without any discrimination of caste and creed because this
was a great disaster shattering the lives of people of all communities.

The poor people of area were extremely grateful to World Memon Organisation (WMO) and Shaikhani
Foundation and prayed to Allah to bless them all in return for their help.
MEMON ALAM
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In the second stage, the relief team reached Sanjhoro where its truck, carrying relief goods, was stuck up
in the flood water about two kilometer away from Sanjhoro area.

The Pakistan Navy immediately arranged for four tractors after which the goods were transferred from
the truck to the tractors. Thereafter, emergency lights were arranged for the distribution of 500 ration
bags to the affected people of Sanjhoro Goth, in the darkness of night. Commander Jawad, Mr. H.M.
Shahzad and Mr. Mahmood Shaikhani were also present along with their volunteers at that difficult time
of distribution of relief goods under emergency lights in the darkness of night.

14
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On Wednesday, 12th October 2011, in the 5th Phase, the Pakistan Navy, the World Memon Organisation
and the Shaikhani Foundation, reached Tehsil Sanjhoro, District Shanghar, U.C. Karkuly and U.C. Aftab
Laghari with 1000 ration bags, 800 mosquito nets and one ambulance.

In the first stage, 400 Ration bags, 400 Mosquito nets were distributed to the affected people
of Sonjhoro. Medical Check up of the patients were also carried out.

In the second stage, the team reached UC Karkuly in the darkness of night where people were
awaiting for the aid.
MEMON ALAM
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Here, 300 Ration bags, 200 Mosquito nets were distributed. Medical help was also provided. On this
occasion, the Assistant Secretary General of World Memon Organisation, Pakistan Chapter Mr. H.M.
Shahzad, Commander Jawad, President of Dhoraji Association Mr. Haroon Motiwala and the President
of Shaikhani Foundation Mr. Mahmood Shaikhani were also present.

We humbly request the entire Memon community worldwide, to come forward to help
these countless affected people who are not only starving but are displaced and living
under the open sky. We earnestly urge the affluent members of the Community to contribute as much as possible, for this noble cause.
16
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Pakistan
floods 20

A

year after the devastating monsoon floods of 2010, Pakistan
has been hit once again with
heavy rains and severe flooding. So far, over 9.5 million people have
been affected; more than 1.5 million homes
and approximately 2.7 million hectares of
land have been destroyed, mostly in the
southern province of Sindh. Heavy rains
have persisted well into mid-September and
have already displaced more than 600 000
people, who have relocated to more than 2
500 temporary relief sites.
The latest floods arrived as millions of
Pakistanis were rebuilding their livelihoods
following last year’s monsoon floods, which
were the worst in Pakistan’s history, having
affected over 20 million people and damaged/destroyed 1.7 million homes.
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Approximately 70 percent of the people
in the affected areas rely on agriculture as
a source of food and income. The floods
have destroyed nearly 925 000 hectares of
crops. Millions of Pakistanis have lost their
productive assets and livelihoods, especially
farmers who have lost their current and
future sources of food and income. For
many communities, the recent crisis has
compounded losses from last year’s floods,

18

which receded too late in many areas of
Sindh to allow for planting of the rabi
(spring) wheat crop. Damage to irrigation is
also a major concern as around 80 percent
of wheat planted in Sindh is irrigated.
In addition to the approximately 116 000
dead livestock, around 5 million surviving
animals have been directly affected. Surviving livestock are without shelter, at heightened risk of disease and worm infestation

from standing water, and without feed as
a result of flooded pastures and destroyed
feed stocks.
This is the second consecutive year in
which floods have disrupted or destroyed
significant amounts of the kharif harvest
and preparations for the rabi crops. FAO
and its partners in the Food Security Cluster
are working to build off of last year’s
response and prevent further livestock losses
and missed planting opportunities.
The Pakistan Floods Rapid Response
Plan 2011 was launched on 18 September
to support Government-led response efforts. FAO is currently co-leading the Food
Security Cluster, along with the World Food
Programme, and seeks USD 18.9 million to
provide immediate agricultural support
Stranded by floodwaters, army soldier
Mohammed Hameed was unable to get to
the graveyard to bury his 5-year-old daughter when she succumbed to diarrhea. He
laid her to rest in his courtyard – one of the
latest victims of floods that have returned
to Pakistan this year, leaving some 200,000
homeless and triggering another international aid effort.
The scale of the disaster and the aid
response is much less than last year, but the
misery for those affected is just as real. The
floods began early last month, but heavy
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rains have compounded them recently and
hampered relief efforts.
Thousands of men, women and children
lined the main road in Badin, the worst hit
district around 200 kilometers from Karachi, the country’s largest city. Some were
sitting under plastic sheets held up by the
branches of trees.
“There was heavy rain overnight and
when we came out of our home we found
ourselves stranded in high waters,” said one
of the a
ffective. He was with his seven
children and a few household possessions
by the side of the road, the highest ground
around.
“There is nobody to rescue us and I am
worried where to go,” he said.
The affected area is southern Sindh province, which was also badly hit in the 2010
floods.
This is the plight and sufferings of hundreds and thousands of flood victims, who
live in shambles, losing all their belongings
and livestock.
“We flooded them with praise and carried
them on our shoulders. The rains flooded
the fields with standing water”.
This is national calamity and being a
Muslim, it is our religious duty to support
our brethren.
, Pakistan has been hit once again with
heavy rains and severe flooding. So far, over
9.5 million people have been affected; more
than 1.5 million homes and approximately
2.7 million hectares of land have been destroyed, mostly in the southern province of
Sindh. Heavy rains have persisted well into
mid-September and have already displaced
more than 600 000 people, who have relocated to more than 2 500 temporary relief
sites.
The latest floods arrived as millions of
Pakistanis were rebuilding their livelihoods
following last year’s monsoon floods, which
were the worst in Pakistan’s history, having
affected over 20 million people and damaged/destroyed 1.7 million homes.
Approximately 70 percent of the people
in the affected areas rely on agriculture as
a source of food and income. The floods
have destroyed nearly 925 000 hectares of
crops. Millions of Pakistanis have lost their
productive assets and livelihoods, especially
farmers who have lost their current and
future sources of food and income. For
many communities, the recent crisis has
compounded losses from last year’s floods,
which receded too late in many areas of
Sindh to allow for planting of the rabi
(spring) wheat crop. Damage to irrigation is
also a major concern as around 80 percent
of wheat planted in Sindh is irrigated.
In addition to the approximately 116 000
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dead livestock, around 5 million surviving
animals have been directly affected. Surviving livestock are without shelter, at heightened risk of disease and worm infestation
from standing water, and without feed as
a result of flooded pastures and destroyed
feed stocks.
This is the second consecutive year in
which floods have disrupted or destroyed
significant amounts of the kharif harvest
and preparations for the rabi crops. FAO
and its partners in the Food Security Cluster
are working to build off of last year’s
response and prevent further livestock losses
and missed planting opportunities.
The Pakistan Floods Rapid Response
Plan 2011 was launched on 18 September
to support Government-led response efforts. FAO is currently co-leading the Food
Security Cluster, along with the World Food
Programme, and seeks USD 18.9 million to
provide immediate agricultural support
Stranded by floodwaters, army soldier
Mohammed Hameed was unable to get to
the graveyard to bury his 5-year-old daughter when she succumbed to diarrhea. He
laid her to rest in his courtyard – one of the
latest victims of floods that have returned
to Pakistan this year, leaving some 200,000
homeless and triggering another international aid effort.
The scale of the disaster and the aid
response is much less than last year, but the
misery for those affected is just as real. The
floods began early last month, but heavy
rains have compounded them recently and
hampered relief efforts.
Thousands of men, women and children
lined the main road in Badin, the worst hit
district around 200 kilometers from Karachi, the country’s largest city. Some were
sitting under plastic sheets held up by the
branches of trees.

“There was heavy rain overnight and
when we came out of our home we found
ourselves stranded in high waters,” said
one of the affective. He was with his seven
children and a few household possessions
by the side of the road, the highest ground
around.
“There is nobody to rescue us and I am
worried where to go,” he said.
The affected area is southern Sindh province, which was also badly hit in the 2010
floods.
This is the plight and sufferings of hundreds and thousands of flood victims, who
live in shambles, losing all their belongings
and livestock.
“We flooded them with praise and
carried them on our shoulders. The rains
flooded the fields with standing water”.
This is national calamity and being a
Muslim, it is our religious duty to support
our brethren.
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2011 Flood Relief
to help thousands of
Survivors in Pakistan

M

ore than 5.4 million people
are struggling to survive
in Pakistan after torrential
monsoon rains pounded the
southern provinces in September, triggering
massive flooding. More than 1.5 million
houses were damaged, 3 million acres of
crops were destroyed and more than 3 million people are in dire need of assistance.
Shelter, relief items, food rations, access to
safe water and emergency health services
are especially needed.
World Memon Organization has coordinated a targeted response to help flood
victims, many of whom are still recovering
from the disastrous 2010 floods with:
• Distributions of relief items including
tents, mats, cooking sets for distribu-
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tion in camps for the displaced and in
affected villages.
• Distribution of various food items and
dairy products
• Rehabilitation and settlement for the
displaced families in Sindh
• Financial Support to help the victims
meet their daily routine expenses
• Medicines to treat pain, skin diseases,
acute respiratory infections, diarrheal
disease and malaria.
With winter setting in, there is widespread concern that the situation will
worsen rapidly, especially in Sindh, where
850,000 impoverished people live in temporary shelters, including vulnerable children
who have already lived through one devastating flood.

In the August, 2010 severe monsoon
flooding across Pakistan, millions people
were displaced. More than hundreds health
facilities were damaged, with 200 completely
destroyed, greatly limiting health care services
available to affected communities. World
Memon Organization responded quickly by
coordinating donations of crucial medicines
from our donors’ in-country affiliates to
our local partners. In total, World Memon
Organization has provided millions in direct
assistance to Pakistan for the 2010 flooding.
Again in 2011, WMO has taken a
targeted response in helping the flood
victims. The task is no doubt enormous
but the resources are limited. We should all
come forward and share in bits to meet this
gigantic task.
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Agriculture losses:
Spells economic misery

M

onsoon floods that sunk
Pakistan’s arable belt for a
second year running have
piled farming losses clocking
up to nearly $2 billion on top of a humanitarian catastrophe facing up to eight million
people in the south.
Crops of grain, cotton, sugarcane, fruit
and vegetables have been submerged and
experts say the disaster could worsen the
country’s already dismal growth and inflation prospects.
Cotton faces losses of $998 million, income from chilli crops will be down $427
million and both rice and sugarcane will
lose an estimated $135 million.
One year after the country experienced
its worst-ever floods, affecting 21 million
people, farmers were again viewing their
fields with despair.
In Mirpurkhas, one of the most fertile
and badly-flooded districts, the branches
of the cotton plants were blackened with
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water damage, and the usually white buds
were colourless and droopy.
Rice plants that usually bloom above
watery paddy fields were completely submerged, while stalks of sugarcane were
miserably short at five feet tall.
“This catastrophe struck before families
affected by last year’s flooding were able
to even start recovering,”.
“The floods and rain deepen the risk
of losing more vital livestock assets and
for some, missing another opportunity to
plant wheat and other essential crops.”
A farmer in Tando Bago town in Badin
district, forlornly pointed at his flooded
paddy fields. He had planned to harvest
them just one day after the heavy rains
began to fall in August.
“The rains have destroyed farmers and
peasants alike,” said a farmer.
In nearby Tando Allahyar, known for
its quality vegetable production, only 2.5
percent of its usual haul is being trucked

to market in Karachi, said a local grower.
“The situation is too critical. We normally feed everyone, but now are ourselves
hungry finding no one to feed us,” he said.
Kunri town in Mirpurkhas will lose the
distinction of being one of the prominent
chilli production areas in Asia as 100,000
acres of the red chilli crops have been
submerged, said provincial agriculture
ministry.
“It is yet another blow to our economy,”.
In a bitter irony for the farmers, their
August harvest due to take place before
the floods arrived had been delayed due to
water shortage.
A lack of irrigation on Sindh’s flatlands
had already reduced chilli output from
one million tonnes 10 years ago to half
that in recent years.
“Earlier we suffered because there was
no water, but now a deluge has destroyed
us,” said a grower.
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Memon Community in the U.A.E.

Memon Community in the U.A.E. held Eid ul Fitr event on Friday 23 September 2011 at
H H Sheikh Rashid Al Maktoum Pakistan School Dubai. His Excellency Jamil Ahmed
Khan the Pakistan Ambassador to the UAE, His Excellency Tariq Iqbal Soomro the Consul General and Dr. Abdur Rashid Bangash Principal of Pakistan School were guests of
honour.

27th Annual General Body Meeting

Memon Professional Forum

27th Annual General Body Meeting of
Memon Professional Forum was held on
25th Sept. 2011 at MPF Office at Exclusive
Trade Centre Plot No. 26-C, 4th Floor,
Rahat Commercial Lane-3, DHA Phase 6,
Karachi in which following office bearers
and Managing Committee members were
elected for the term 2011-2012.
Mr. M. Haroon Qassim –
President
Dr. M.Khalid Bhambha –
Sr. V. President
Mr. Ghulam Muhammad Kasbati V.President
Mrs. Farzana Munaf –
Hon. Secretary General
Mr. Naveed Abdul Hameed –
Joint Secretary
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Mr. Irfan Amanullah –
Treasurer
Mr. Asif Ismail Mangroria MC Member
Engr. Pervez Abu Baker - MC Member
Engr. Saleem Rangoonwala MC Member
Engr Gulzar Ahmed Memon MC Member
Engr Javed Yousuf Edhi MC Member
Arch. Gul Ahmed Mayari MC Member
Arch. Saleh Saleem Memon MC Member
Dr. Muhammad Anwer Adam MC Member
Mr.Shoaib Habib Memon MC Member

Mr. Noman Abdul Hameed Bombaywala MC Member
Mr. Ashraf Ayub Mandvia MC Member
Mr. Rizwan Usman MC Member
Mr.Abdul Jabbar Rathod MC Member
Mr. Muhammad Rafiq Rangoonwala MC Member
Mr. Muhammad Amin Patel MC Member
Mrs. Zaitoon Umer MC Member
Dr. Shaheena Akbani Mc Member
Mr. Muhammad Junaid Shekha MC Member
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Toronto, Ont. September 13, 2011

Memon Association of Canada’s
Eid-ul-Fitr get-together and dinner
Report by: Qasim Abbas, Toronto, Canada

M

emon Association of Canada,
which is a community organization representing Memon
Community members across Canada, had
organized Eid-ul-Fitr get-together and dinner for its members on September 11, 2011
at Maple Banquet Hall in Mississauga. A
very large number of community members
with their family and children from GTA
and other areas had attended this successful
program. The purpose of organizing this
programmed was to bring various community members from different locations on
such festive occasion together and to create
sense and atmosphere of community spirit
and brotherhood.
The program started with recitation of
Holy Qur’an by youngster Mohammed
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Anas, who had recited Verses from Surah
Al Qalam. After that, another adult member
Mr. Muhammad Amin, Haafiz-e-Quran
also recited Verses from Surah Al Hashr.
Then youngsters Muhammad Aamir and
Muhammad Asif recited Na’aat-e-Rasool
(S.A.W.) in Urdu. After that Vice President
of the Association, Mr. Muhammad Ameen
Jangda welcomed all community members,
wished them Eid Mubarak and thanked
them for participating in this wonderful
program. Then he invited President of Association, Mr. Ismail Mirza on the stage to
address the gathering.
The President, Mr. Ismail Mirza welcomed all the participants, wished them Eid
Mubarak and thanked them for attending
the program, which he said, is sign of unity,

brotherhood and community spirit since the
Association’s main aim and object is community unity. He informed the gathering
that now Memon Business Council and
Memon Professional Forum have already
been formed under the umbrella of the
Association. He also informed that shortly
Youth Forum will also be formed. He
further informed that our next gathering
will be in November 2011 for the purpose of
honoring community’s students who have
excelled in their last school examinations.
The President then invited all the office
bearers of the Association one by one on
the stage and introduced each one to the
gatherings.
Then Vice President, Mr. Muhammad
Ameen Jangda thanked all the office bearers
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of the Association for their continued active
roll in the affairs of the Association. He
then announced that appetizer was ready
and the members should avail these on help
yourselves basis. He, at the appropriate
time, announced that within few minutes, it
will be the time of Salaat-ul-Maghreb and
the arrangements were in the Hall for the
Salaat-ul-Maghrib bil-Jamaàt. At appropriate time, Azaan was called by a community
member and after that, Salaat-ul-Maghreb
bil-Jamaàt was performed in the Hall.
After Salaat-ul-Maghrib, Vice President,
Mr. Muhammad Ameen Jangda requested
General Secretary, Mr. Arif Memon to
brief the members about formation and
functioning of Memon Business Council
and Memon Professional Forum. The
General Secretary, Mr. Arif Memon came
on the stage and informed the members
that Memon Business Council and Memon
Professional Forum have duly been formed
under the umbrella of the Association. He
requested members who have not become
members of these two units, should become
the members. Then he invited the President
and Chairman of the Council and Forum
respectively and all executive committee
members of these two units on the stage and
introduced them one by one to the members. Then both the President and Chairman of these two units outlined the aims
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and objects of the formation of the Council
and the Forum and also informed the members that very soon formal constitutions will
be prepared, web sites will be developed
and the Directories of Members will also be
prepared. They briefed the members about
the progress made after the formation of the
Council and the Forum. They also invited
feedback, suggestions and advice from the
members in this respect.
Then Vice President Mr. Muhammad
Ameen Jangda invited a youngster Kadir
Motiwala to moderate a program ``Open
Session – Free Speech`` (a program ``Do
not reprimand`` - in Memon Language
``Toakja Maa``), where it was announced
that any one from the participants can come
on the stage, on the basis of pre-registration
already done, and express their views on
matter of interest with decency and without
any personal criticism to any one. Kadir

Motiwala, beautifully moderated this program and he invited from the participants,
one by one and each one presented according to his choice i.e. Recitation of Holy
Qur’an, Naàt, Sufi Nazm, Ghazal, Speech
etc. The participants were youngsters as
well as adults.
A guest, Mr. Tayyab Moosani, General
Secretary of Memon Association of Saudi
Arabia was also present in the program. He
also spoke on the occasion and briefed the
members about the working of Memon Association of Saudi Arabia.
Now it was dinner time. The Vice
President, Mr. Muhammad Ameen Jangda
announced that delicious dinner was ready
and the members should help themselves.
All the participants enjoyed the dinner.
At the end of dinner, President, Mr.
Ismail Mirza came on the stage and thanked
very much to all the participants that they
have attended this wonderful and successful
program in order to show community unity.
He announced that Association’s next program of honoring community students who
have excelled in last school examinations
will be organized in November 2011 and the
messages will be sent to them soon.
Thus this wonderful and successful
program ended, which was enjoyed by the
community members in great spirit, joy and
enthusiasm.
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COMMUNITY NEWS

Annual General Meeting

All India Memon
Jamat Federation

Annual General Meeting on dated Sunday 29th May, 2011 at Alana Multi-Purpose Hall Anjuman Islam School

On stage All India Memon Jamat Federation’s vice president proffeser Sajjad,
Aziz (chair person Ladies Committee) Jetoon Nasir Fulara ( Asstvice President) Dr. Nasir Fulara President of All India Memon Jamat Federation, secretary Baba Kholsa Wala, Secretary Azaz Machi Wala, Iqbal Memon officer
(Vice President), Salim Fulara (Vice President)
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COMMUNITY NEWS

Memon Consuls
M

embers of Memon Community have
progressed in successive stages. They
have regularly advanced in several
fields. They are very well placed in public
records politically.
Politics has a wide area. By political head, it
is presumed that a person, who has some political status as the leader or who is connected as
important person with the political party. Further more he should be an Assembly member
of the state of the member of the Parliament.
Memon Community has a number of
persons, connected with political parties. They
are also assembly members and parliament
members as well. Hence this article is limited,
only to those diplomatic persons, who either
represent foreign countries in India and Pakistan and Vice Versa.
Memon Consuls In Pakistan
Among the Memon diplomats, the first name
that comes to mind is that of Sattar Seth. He
expired in 1988, at the age of full 100 years. A
Cutchi Memon, later on known as Haji Sattar
Ishaq Seth, was a millionaire, when he was in
India. He migrated to Pakistan in 1948 and
soon after he was appointed by Quied-e-Azam
Mohamed Ali Jinnah as Consul for Pakistan
in Saudi Arabia and Egypt. He stayed there
for four years. Thereafter, he was appointed in
Ceylon as consul for Pakistan in 1952. He faithfully and sincerely looked after his performance
till 1958. The first martial law was imposed
then.
Two sons of Sir Abdullah Haroon have
represented Pakistan Government. The elder
Yusuf Haroon was appointed Pakistan’s High
Commissioner in Australia for two years from
1951.
Haroon was Pakistan’s High Commissioner
in Britian from 1966 to 1969. The name of
another Memon, appears on the list is that of
Abdul Fatah Memon’s as Pakistan consul in
Saudi Arabia during the decade of 1960.
Pak representatives in undivided india
Let us mention the diplomatic relations between Bharat and Pakistan during the undivided India, before independence. By undivided
India, we mean present day Pakistan, Bharat,
Bangla Desh and Burma.
In 1913, a great Memon trader of Rangoon,
Mr. Ahmed Dawood Mullah Madni was projected as “Shah Saudagar” in the whole area.
He was appointed representative of Turkey in
Rangoon. It was a great honor and prestige for
Mr. Ahmed Dawood Mulla in particular and a
big glamour for Memon Community in general.
Unfortunately, world war broke out in 1914 and
Turkey having sided with Germany and Ahmed
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Dawood Mulla arrested by the British Government, Ahmed Dawood Mulla was imprisoned
till the end of the war in 1918. Long before, in
1889 Turkey had appointed a Sindhi Memon,
Hassanali Effendi by name, as representative
at Karachi. This was a singular instance and
unique as well, that a non –Turkish was appointed a consul in any foreign country. It was
a matter of extra- ordinary pride for Memon
Community. He died with his boots on, while
attending to his duties in 1895. He had established educational institution, known as “Sindh
Madresatul Islam”. Only few years back, the
centenary celebration of the institution was
held to commemorate the event.
Modern times
The world has shrinked in the twentieth century. All the countries big or small, wish to extend
their diplomatic relations with each other to
their maximum cordial expressions. But many
small and undeveloped countries devoid of
enough resources to open up consulates in other
countries. On the other hand, there are business
men and industrialists who wish to establish
good relations with their own Governments
and business counterparts, to develop business
either way. Such contacts give opportunity
to channelize their business in broader circle.
No doubt such contacts are expensive but the
results are fruitful, there are all the possibilities
of business development.
Under the circumstance, the foreign nations
and the local industrialists can join hands to
find out a common solution. The businessman
who wish to look after the interest of foreign
trade and foreigners in the country and such
businessmen, who intend to be appointed as
trade commissioner or consul of small foreign
country, may join hands with equivalent proposals. If agreed, the local business man is officially declared as such. Thus he becomes a VIP
and occasionally visits the countries abroad,
and his contacts become wider. Thus after the
appointment, he is authorized to give visas for
the relative country. It becomes his foremost
duty to welcome the heads of foreign state, as
consul of the country, he represents. Presently
consuls of different countries and nations
visit Pakistan and Baharat. Quite a number of
consuls are of Memon Community. Details of
such Memon consuls are given in the following pages:- the first and foremost name, among
Memon consuls, is that of H.H. Ismail. His full
name is Haji Hasam Moosa Ismail Palwala. He
was a leading businessman and from sixties,
he was appointed consul General of Domini
can Republic for about two decades. He died
in 1984. His son Bashir Ismail is also consul of
Honduras since long. Mr. A.S. Kabuli is also

following to the foot steps of Mr. H.H. Ismail.
He is consul for Mauritius in India since 1960.
Mr. Ibrahim Abdullah Makani was consul General of Costa Rice from 1954 to 1976. After his
retirement, his son Mr. Abdul Karim Ibrahiim
Makani was appointed as consul of Costa Rica.
Consuls in Pakistan
Like Makani family of Bharat, Hamid family
of Pakistan is also equally renowned. Three
members, father and two sons of Hamid family,
have been assigned and attributed the appointment of consuls in Pakistan for foreign countries. Head of the Hamid family was a Cutchi
Memon. His name was Mr. Latif Haroon.
Hundred years ago, his forefathers migrated to
Quetta for livelihood and made Quetta their
home. Latif was born in 1903 and looked to
business and progressed well. During the disastrous earthquake of 1935, he migrated to Karachi. His son Asghar Latif was appointed consul
of the Republic of Dominican in Karachi in
1950. He expired in 1966. After son’s death,
father Latif Haroon Hamid was appointed as
consul of Dominican Republic. Mr. Humayun
Latif, second son of Latif Haroon Hamid is appointed as consul to Dominican Republic lately.
“Order of the cross of Christopher Columbus”,
the highest award of Dominican Republic has
been awarded to Mr. Latif Haroon for his competency and consistency.
All Pakistan Memon Federation organized
a felicitation function for Memon Consuls in
Pakistan on 7th September 1989. Chairman of
the Senate presided over the function. It was
very sad that previous day Mr. Latif Haroon
had expired at the age of 86 years. Two sons
of Ahmed Jaffar are also diligently working as
consuls. One son, Abdul Wahab is appointed a
consul of Philippines and the other son Abdul
Qader is consul of Brazil since last 10 years.
Abdul Qadar has been awarded “TAMGAE-KHIDMAT” by Pakistan Government.
Likewise, Brazil Government has also rewarded
Abdul Qadar for services in various fields. In
1981, he was awarded “Avalier of the Southern
Cross” award and in 1987, he was awarded
“Commander of the Southern Cross” award.
Famous industrialist Mr. Kassam Chhapra
is performing the duties as Consul General
of Nepal. For his active performance, Nepal
Government has awarded him with the honor
of ”Gurkha Dakhshin Bahu” in 1981.
Anwar Saleh Mohammed was made Consul
for Hile since 1982 and Mr. Yusuf A. Ghani
Ismail Nagaria, as consul for Guinea since
1983. The latest addition among the Honorary
Consuls in Pakistan is Mr. Moin M. Fudda,
who has been appointed as Honorary Consul
for New Zealand in May, 1990.
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APPEAL

World Memon Organisation (WMO)

T

APPEAL
Flood relief work
2011 in Sindh

he 2011 Sindh floods began during the monsoon season in mid-August 2011, resulting from heavy
monsoon rains in Sindh, Eastern Balochistan, and Southern Punjab. The floods have caused
considerable damage; an estimated 270 civilians have been killed, with over 8.0 million people and
1.2 million homes affected.
The Board of Management of WMO Pakistan Chapter decided to immediately start Flood Relief work
in Sindh, Pakistan. The decision was taken in its meeting held on Saturday 17th September 2011 at WMO
House, Karachi.
The Flood Relief Work would be carried out under the umbrella of WMO in collaboration with
Shaikhani Foundation and Dhoraji Memon Assocation, Karachi.
A base camp has been established at Dhoraji Colony, Karachi for collection of funds and relief goods
required for the flood victims.
A team of volunteers and members of WMO Youth Wing have visited some of the worst affected areas
of Sindh during September 2011 and distributed consignments of rations, medicines, tents and other items
to the flood victims.
The members of the World Memon Organisation (WMO) and its well-wishers are humbly requested to
contribute generously Zakat, Donations and Relief Goods for this humanitarian cause. We gave below the
Details of Bank Account:
Account Title
Account Number
Bank Name
Branch
Swift Code

:
:
:
:
:

World Memon Organisation
20301-714-105391
Habib Metropolitan Bank Limited
Soldier Bazar Branch, Karachi, Pakistan
MPBLPKKA 079

Let us pray to Almighty Allah to grant us the strength and courage to extend wholehearted support to the
flood affected families.
May Almighty Allah bless you all.
Ameen.
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Pir Muhammad A. Kaliya
Secretary General, WMO

Shoaib Ismail Mangroria
Vice President,WMO

H.M. Shahzad
Assistant Secretary General, WMO

Muhammad Yousuf Adil
Treasurer, WMO

Mahmood Shaikhani
Chairman ,Shaikhani Foundation

Haroon Motiwala
President, Dhoraji Memon Association
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RELIGION

Importance of First
Ten Days of Zul-Hijjah

T

he first ten days of Zul Hijjah
are among the most magnificent days in Islamic calendar.
The Messenger of Allah, Sallallaahu
Alayhi Wa Sallam said: “There are
no days in which righteous deeds are
more beloved to Allah than these ten
days.”(Bukhari)
Almighty Allah Ta’ala says, (By the
dawn; by the ten nights) (Quran-Al-Fajr 89:
1-2). Ibn `Abbas, ibn az-Zubayr, Mujahid
and others of the earlier and later generations are of the opinion that this refers to
the first ten days of Dhul-Hijjah. Ibn Kathir
said: “This is the correct opinion.” (Tafsir
Ibn Kathir, 8/413)
The Messenger of Allah, Sallallaahu
Alayhi Wa Sallam, has said, “One fast
during these days is equal to the fasting
of one complete year, and the worship of
one night during this period is equal to the
worship of “Lailatul-Qadr”. (Tirmizi)
Every Muslim should avail oneself of this
wonderful opportunity by performing as
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much Ibadah (acts of worship) as he or she
can during this period.

The 9th day of zul hijjah

The 9th day of Zul Hijjah is called YowmulArafah (The Day of Arafah). This is the
date when the Hujjaj (Haji pilgrims, plural
of Haji) assemble on the plain of Arafat, six
miles away from Makkah al-Mukkarramah,
where they perform the most essential part
of the prescribed duties of hajj, namely,
making Tawbah (repenting) at the Wuqoof
of Arafat.

The fast of youmul arafah

For those not performing hajj, it is Mustahab (desirable) to fast on this day according
to their calendar. It sometimes occurs that
9th Zul Hijjah falls on different days in different countries according to the sighting of
the moon. In such cases, Muslims of each
country should observe Yowmul Arafah
according to the lunar dates of their own
country.

The fast of Yowmul Arafah has been
emphasized by the Messenger of Allah, Sallallaahu Alayhi Wa Sallam, as a Mustahab
(desirable) act. According to a Hadith, the
fast of this day becomes a cause of forgiveness for sins committed in the past and
future year. (Hadith-Muslim)

Takbir-e-tashreeq

Beginning from the Fajr of the 9th Zul
Hijjah up to the ‘Asr prayer of the 13th,
it is obligatory on every Muslim male to
recite the Takbir-e-Tashreeq after every
Fard Salaah (in congregation or alone) in
the following words: Allahu Akbar, Allahu
Akbar, La IlahaIllallahu, Wallahu Akbar,
Allahu Akbar wa lillahilhamd. (There is
no god but Allah and Allah is the greatest,
Allah is the greatest and to Allah belongs all
praise.)Male Muslims should recite it in a
loud voice, while females should recite it in
a low voice.
May Allah Ta’aala enable us to use these
blessed days in attaining His pleasure.
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RELIGION

The concept, significance
and importance of HAJJ
T

he 12th and last, Islamic month
is ZILHAJ, On 9th day of this
month, approximately three million
Muslims gather in Mecca city of Saudi Arabia to perform HAJJ. One of the peculiar
rituals of HAJJ is that each and every Muslim man, irrespective of his status as king or
an ordinary man, is dressed in a very simple
attire i.e two pieces of un-stitched white
cloth.
However, women are allowed to have a
simple stitched dress, with head, chest, legs
and arms covered, but the face remaining
uncovered. The dress of two pieces of unstitched cloth for men is called AHRAM.
The rituals of HAJJ are performed in the
city of Mecca and its surrounding areas in
Saudi Arabia. In Mecca, there is a cubicle
shape house, which is called KA’ABA. In
Arabic Language, it is called BAYTULLAH meaning HOUSE OF ALLAH. To
perform seven circles around KA’ABA,
to walk seven times to and from, between
two places near KA’ABA called SAFA and
MARWAH and to stay for a specific period
at three places near Mecca called MEENA,
MUZDALFA and ARAFAT are few of
many HAJJ rituals.
The significance and importance of Hajj
is to perform worship of Allah as He has ordered in Muslims’ Holy Scripture the Holy
Quran. In addition to this. It is also a lesson
for all Muslims performing Hajj, that once a
year, on 9th of Islamic last month ZILHAJ,
Muslims from all over the world, irrespective of their high or low status, gather in two
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piece of unstitched white cloth and perform
rituals, as ordered by the Lord (Allah) to
revive the traditions of Prophet Abraham
and his family members, who had founded
the KA’ABA thousand of years ago. Daily
religious rituals of Muslims consist of five
times congregation prayers in Mosques of
their areas. Then once a week on Friday,
there is big congregation of Friday Prayer
in Mosques of their area. Then twice a year,
on the occasions of EID-UL-FITR (after
the end of 9th Islamic month of Ramadaan,
on 1st day of 10th Islamic month Shawwal)
and EID-UL-ADHA (on 10th day of 12th
Islamic month of Zilhaj), very big congregation Eid Prayers are performed in city, town
or Municipality’s big Mosques.
The concept and significance of all these
congregation and collective prayers is congregational and collective worship of The
Lord (Allah), in the area’s Mosques, which
are called House of Allah, where Muslims
meet each other, know each other, remain in
contact of each other and they reiterate the
philosophy of equality among each other
without any discrimination of colour, creed,
status and rank.
And then comes the biggest congregation
of HAJJ once a year,which is performed in
Mecca city of Saudi Arabia on 9th day of
12th Islamic month Zilhaj for those Muslims, who are able to aafford the journey
to Saudi Arabia. The main religious ritual
of HAJJ is to worship the Lord (Allah) in
order to obey His order to perform HAJJ. In
this biggest annual congregation of about 3

millions Muslims, who gather from various
parts of the world and complete all the rituals of HAJJ. The next day i.e. 10th day of
Islamic month Zilhaj is the day of EID-ULADHA, on which day, Muslims all over the
world,perform the sacrifice of goat, lamb,
sheep, cow or camel.
Here is what is mentioned by the Lord
(Allah) in the Holy Scripture, the Holy
Quran about Hajj; “Most surely the first
house founded for men is the one at Bekka
(Mecca), blessed and a guidance for the
nations. In it are clear signs, the Station of
Abraham, and whoever enters it, he shall
be secure, and pilgrimage to the House is
incumbent upon men for the sake of Allah,
(upon) every one who is able to undertake
the journey to it; and whoever disbelieves,
then surely Allah is Self Sufficient, above
any need of the worlds.” (3: 95 & 96) And
about the sacrifice of the animal, it is mentioned in the Holy Quran:” it is not their
meat nor their blood, that reaches Allah: it
is your piety that reaches Him”. (22:37)
After spending a huge amount of money
and travelling thousands of miles to Saudi
Arabia to perform HAJJ, when the Muslim
returns home after completing all rituals
of HAJJ, then he feels him self/herself a
“new” person, because during HAJJ, he has
sought from the Lord, forgiveness of all his
pas/her past sins and he/she reiterates that
this life is to be lived as per Lord’s orders as
mentioned in the Holy Quran and all persons on the earth, irrespective of their status
are equal in the sight of the Lord.
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THOUGHT PROVOKING

Changes that are
coming!!!
S

ome interesting thoughts – not sure
they will all fly, but look around
you at the changes happening now.
Not sure of the veracity of this “uplifting
outlook”, but presents interesting thoughts,
some obvious, some not.
1. The Post Office. Get ready to imagine a
world without the post office. They are
so deeply in financial trouble that there
is probably no way to sustain it long
term. Email, Fed Ex, and UPS have just
about wiped out the minimum revenue
needed to keep the post office alive. Most
of your mail every day is junk mail and
bills.
2. The Check. Britain is already laying the
groundwork to do away with checks by
2018. It costs the financial system billions of dollars a year to process checks.
Plastic cards and online transactions will
lead to the eventual demise of the check.
This plays right into the death of the post
office. If you never paid your bills by
mail and never received them by mail,
the post office would absolutely go out
of business.
3. The Newspaper. The younger generation simply doesn’t read the newspaper.
They certainly don’t subscribe to a daily
delivered print edition. That may go the
way of the milkman and the laundry
man. As for reading the paper online,
get ready to pay for it. The rise in mobile
Internet devices and e-readers has caused
all the newspaper and magazine publishers to form an alliance. They have met
with Apple, Amazon, and the major cell
phone companies to develop a model for
paid subscription services.
4. The Book. You say you will never give up
the physical book that you hold in your
hand and turn the literal pages. I said the
same thing about downloading music
from iTunes. I wanted my hard copy CD.
But I quickly changed my mind when
I discovered that I could get albums for
half the price without ever leaving home
to get the latest music. The same thing
will happen with books. You can browse
a bookstore online and even read a
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preview chapter before you buy. And the
price is less than half that of a real book.
And think of the convenience! Once you
start flicking your fingers on the screen
instead of the book, you find that you are
lost in the story, can’t wait to see what
happens next, and you forget that you’re
holding a gadget instead of a book.
5. The Land Line Telephone. Unless you
have a large family and make a lot of
local calls, you don’t need it anymore.
Most people keep it simply because
they’ve always had it. But you are paying
double charges for that extra service. All
the cell phone companies will let you call
customers using the same cell provider
for no charge against your minutes.
6. Music. This is one of the saddest parts of
the change story. The music industry is
dying a slow death. Not just because of
illegal downloading. It’s the lack of innovative new music being given a chance to
get to the people who would like to hear
it. Greed and corruption is the problem.
The record labels and the radio conglomerates are simply self-destructing.
Over 40% of the music purchased today
is “catalog items,” meaning traditional
music that the public is familiar with
older established artists. This is also true
on the live concert circuit. To explore this
fascinating and disturbing topic further,
check out the book, “Appetite for SelfDestruction” by Steve Knopper, and the
video documentary, “Before the Music
Dies.”
7. Television. Revenues to the networks are
down dramatically. Not just because of
the economy. People are watching TV
and movies streamed from their computers. And they’re playing games and doing
lots of other things that take up the time
that used to be spent watching TV. Prime
time shows have degenerated down to
lower than the lowest common denominator. Cable rates are skyrocketing and
commercials run about every 4 minutes
and 30 seconds. I say good riddance to
most of it. It’s time for the cable companies to be put out of our misery. Let the

people choose what they want to watch
online and through Netflix.
8. The “Things” That You Own. Many
of the very possessions that we used to
own are still in our lives, but we may not
actually own them in the future. They
may simply reside in “the cloud.” Today
your computer has a hard drive and you
store your pictures, music, movies, and
documents. Your software is on a CD or
DVD, and you can always re-install it if
need be. But all of that is changing. Apple, Microsoft, and Google are all finishing up their latest “cloud services.” That
means that when you turn on a computer, the Internet will be built into the
operating system. So, Windows, Google,
and the Mac OS will be tied straight into
the Internet. If you click an icon, it will
open something in the Internet cloud. If
you save something, it will be saved to
the cloud. And you may pay a monthly
subscription fee to the cloud provider.
In this virtual world, you can access your
music or your books, or your whatever
from any laptop or handheld device. That’s
the good news. But, will you actually own
any of this “stuff ” or will it all be able to
disappear at any moment in a big “Poof ?”
Will most of the things in our lives be disposable and whimsical? It makes you want
to run to the closet and pull out that photo
album, grab a book from the shelf, or open
up a CD case and pull out the insert.
9. Privacy. If there ever was a concept that
we can look back on nostalgically, it
would be privacy. That’s gone. It’s been
gone for a long time anyway. There
are cameras on the street, in most of
the buildings, and even built into your
computer and cell phone. But you can be
sure that 24/7, “They” know who you
are and where you are, right down to the
GPS coordinates, and the Google Street
View. If you buy something, your habit
is put into a zillion profiles, and your ads
will change to reflect those habits. And
“They” will try to get you to buy something else. Again and again. All we will
have that can’t be changed are Memories.
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SAFE & SECURE

Car lock - do it from the
door control!!! —
do not use remote
I
locked my car. As I walked away I heard
my car door unlock. I went back and
locked my car again three times.. Each
time, as soon as I started to walk away,
I would hear it unlock again!! Naturally
alarmed, I looked around and there were
two guys sitting in a car in the fire lane next
to the store. They were obviously watching
me intently, and there was no doubt they
were somehow involved in this very weird
situation. I quickly chucked the errand I was
on, jumped in my car and sped away. I went
straight to the police station, told them
what had happened, and found out I was
part of a new, and very successful, scheme
being used to gain entry into cars. Two
weeks later, my friend’s son had a similar
happening....
While traveling, my friend’s son stopped

at a roadside rest to use the bathroom.
When he came out to his car less than 4-5
minutes later, someone had gotten into his
car and stolen his cell phone, laptop computer, GPS navigator, briefcase......you name
it. He called the police and since there were
no signs of his car being broken into, the
police told him he had been a victim of the
latest robbery tactic -- there is a device that
robbers are using now to clone your security
code when you lock your doors on your car
using your key-chain locking device..
They sit a distance away and watch for
their next victim. They know you are going
inside of the store, restaurant, or bathroom
and that they now have a few minutes to
steal and run. The police officer said to
manually lock your car door-by hitting the
lock button inside the car -- that way if there

is someone sitting in a parking lot watching
for their next victim, it will not be you.
When you hit the lock button on your car
upon exiting, it does not send the security
code, but if you walk away and use the
door lock on your key chain, it sends the
code through the airwaves where it can be
instantly stolen. This is very real.
Be wisely aware of what you just read
and please pass this note on. Look how
many times we all lock our doors with our
remote just to be sure we remembered to
lock them -- and bingo, someone has our
code...and whatever was in our car.
Snopes Approved --Please share with
everyone you know!!
Note: The receiving device is known as a “Spectrum Analyzer” and the signal can be recorded
and played back to unlock the car door. True!

Man suffers burns after
pouring cleaner into drainage
28-year-old bank employee undergoes two operations

‘

I have undergone immense pain and
stress over the past month,’ Mohammad said. He has been unable to work
since the incident.
Sharjah: A 28-year-old man suffered
severe third-degree burns on his right arm
after an explosion on pouring drainage
cleaner into a blocked kitchen sink. A
month since the incident, Shifan Mohammad has undergone two operations but
the scars will remain, says his doctor.
“I have undergone immense pain and
stress over the past month,” Mohammad,
a Sri Lankan, who works as a senior
credit administrator at a bank, said.
The incident happened in his Al Nahda
apartment. Mohammad, along with his
wife, Fatima, was trying to clear a blockage in their kitchen sink. They ordered a
drain cleaner from the store downstairs.
“The grocery [store] delivered a four-
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litre can containing drain cleaning liquid.
Soon as I poured the liquid into the sink,
it exploded on to my right arm.” It also
spilled onto his left arm and leg.
‘Highly concentrated’
Fatima, also a bank employee, said they
wanted to raise awareness to avoid such
situations happening again. “The can says
it contains sulphuric acid. But probably it
is highly concentrated,” she said, adding
the family will file a complaint with Sharjah Municipality.
Mohammad has been unable to work
since the incident, she added.
A second skin graft operation was
performed a few days ago, Dr Mohan
Rangaswamy, specialist plastic surgeon at
Welcare Hospital, said, adding the incident raises concerns about whether such
products should be sold at stores.
“Mohammad has sustained deep third-

degree, almost fourth-degree, burns on his
right arm. Although the wound will heal,
the scars will remain.”
Such products should only be sold to
those licenced to handle them, he added.
When Gulf News enquired at the store
about the product, an employee said: “We
do not sell such products. When we received
the order, we bought it from a nearby shop
and delivered it to the customer.”
A Sharjah Municipality official said:
“We will get a sample of the product
from the shop and check whether all the
products are faulty or whether it was a
certain batch that was defective. It will
then be sent to the municipality laboratory and if the report concludes that the
level of acidic concentration is very high
and hazardous, the product will then be
removed from the market.” The supplier
of the product could not be reached.
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HEALTH MATTERS

Benefit of eating Okra,
Bhindi, Lady Finger

A

guy has been suffering from
constipation for the past 20 years
and recently from acid reflux. He
didn’t realize that the treatment could be
so simple -- OKRA! (or Lady’s Finger). He
started! eating okra within the last 2 months
and since then have never taken medication
again. All he did was consume 6 pieces of
OKRA everyday.
He’s now regular and his blood sugar has
dropped from 135 to 98, with his cholesterol
and acid reflux also under control. Here are
some facts on okra (from the research of
Ms. Sylvia Zook, PH.D nutrition), University of Illinois. *
*”Okra is a powerhouse of valuable nutrients, nearly half of which is soluble fiber in
the form of gums and pectins. Soluble fiber
helps to lower serum cholesterol, reducing
the risk of heart disease.
The other half is insoluble fiber which
helps to keep the intestinal tract healthy,
decreasing the risk of some forms of cancer,
especially colo-rectal cancer. *
*Nearly 10% of the recommended levels
of vitamin B6 and folic acid is also present
in a half cup of cooked okra. Okra is a rich
source of many nutrients, including fiber,
vitamin B6 and folic acid.
He got the following numbers from the
University of Illinois Extension Okra Page
Please check there for more details.
Okra Nutrition (half-cup cooked okra)
* Calories = 25
* Dietary Fiber = 2 grams
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* Protein = 1.5 grams
* Carbohydrates = 5.8 grams
* Vitamin A = 460 IU
* Vitamin C = 13 mg
* Folic acid = 36.5 micrograms
* Calcium = 50 mg
* Iron = 0.4 mg
* Potassium = 256 mg
* Magnesium = 46 mg *
*These numbers should be used as a
guideline only, and if you are on a medically-restricted diet please consult your physician and/or dietician.
Ms Sylvia W. Zook, Ph.D. (nutritionist) has very kindly provided the following
thought-provoking comments on the many
benefits of this versatile vegetable.

with ground flax seed and psyllium. Unlike harsh wheat bran, which can irritate
or ! injure the intestinal tract, okra’s
mucilage soothes , and okra facilitates
elimination more comfortably by its slippery characteristic many people abhor.
In other words, this incredibly valuable
vegetable not only binds excess cholesterol and toxins (in bile acids) which
cause numerous health problems, if not
evacuated, but also assures their easy
passage from the body. The veggie is
completely non-toxic, non-habit forming
(except for the many who greatly enjoy
eating it), has no adverse side effects,
is full of nutrients, and is economically
within reach of most.

They are well worth reading
1. The superior fiber found in okra helps
to stabilize blood sugar as it cur! bs the
rate at which sugar is absorbed from the
intestinal tract.

4. Further contributing to the health of the
intestinal tract, okra fiber(as well as flax
and psyllium) has no equal among fibers
for feeding the good bacteria (probiotics).

2. Okra’s mucilage not only binds cholesterol but bile acid carrying toxins
dumped into it by the filtering liver. But
it doesn’t stop there... *

5. To retain most of okra’s nutrients and selfdigesting enzymes, it should be cooked
as little as possible, e.g. with low heat or
lightly steamed. Some eat it raw. Some
important benefits of consuming okra: *

3. Many alternative health practitioners
believe all diseases begin in the colon.
The okra fiber, absorbing water and
ensuring bulk in stools, helps prevent
constipation . Fiber in general is helpful
for this but okra is one of the best, along

*Stabilises blood sugar level.
Lowers serum cholesterol level.
Prevents constipation.
Keeps intestinal tract healthy.
Feeds good bacteria residing in us all. *
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5 Foods
That Can Trigger
a Stroke
F

ew things feel more terrifying and
random than a stroke, which can
strike without warning. And fear of
stroke - when a blood vessel in or leading
to the brain bursts or is blocked by a blood
clot, starving brain cells of oxygen and nutrients - is well founded. After all, stroke is
the number-three killer in the U.S., affecting
more than 700,000 people each year. Here
are five foods that cause the damage that
leads to stroke.
1. Crackers, chips, and store-bought
pastries and baked goods Muffins,
doughnuts, chips, crackers, and many
other baked goods are high in trans fats,
which are hydrogenated oils popular
with commercial bakeries because they
stay solid at room temperature, so the
products don’t require regrigeration.
Also listed on labels as “partially hydrogenated” or hydrogenated oils. Trans
fats are found in all kinds of snack
foods, frozen foods, and baked goods,
including salad dressings, microwave
popcorn, stuffing mixes, frozen tater
tots and French fries, cake mixes, and
whipped toppings. They’re also what
makes margarine stay in a solid cube.
The worst offenders are fried fast foods
such as onion rings, French fries, and
fried chicken.

Why it’s bad

For years scientists have known trans fats
are dangerous artery-blockers, upping the
concentrations of lipids and bad cholesterol
in the blood and lowering good cholesterol.
Now we can add stroke to the list of dangers. This year researchers at the University
of North Carolina found that women who
ate 7 grams of trans fat each day—about
the amount in two doughnuts or half a
serving of French friesl—had 30 percent
more strokes (the ischemic type, caused
by blocked blood flow to the brain) than
women who ate just 1 gram a day. Another
recent study, also in women found that fats
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promoted inflammation and higher levels
of C-reactive protein, which have been
linked to an increased risk of diabetes, heart
disease, and stroke.

What to do

Aim to limit trans fats to no more than 1
or 2 grams a day—and preferably none.
Avoid fast-food french fries and other fried
menu items and study packaged food labels
closely. Even better, bake your own cookies,
cakes, and other snacks. When you can’t,
search out “health-food” alternative snacks,
such as Terra brand potato chips and traditional whole grain crackers such as those
made by finn, Wasa, AKMak, Ryvita, and
Lavasch.
2. Smoked and processed meats Whether
your weakness is pastrami, sausage,
hot dogs, bacon, or a smoked turkey
sandwich, the word from the experts is:
Watch out.

Why it’s bad

Smoked and processed meats are nasty
contributors to stroke risk in two ways: The
preserving processes leave them packed with
sodium, but even worse are the preservatives
used to keep processed meats from going
bad. Sodium nitrate and nitrite have been
shown by researchers to directly damage
blood vessels, causing arteries to harden and
narrow. And of course damaged, overly narrow blood vessels are exactly what you don’t
want if you fear stroke. Many studies have
linked processed meats to coronary artery
disease (CAD); one meta-analysis in the
journal Circulation calculated a 42-percent
increase in coronary heart disease for those
who eat one serving of processed meat
a day. Stroke is not the only concern for
salami fans; cancer journals have reported
numerous studies in the past few years
showing that consumption of cured and
smoked meats is linked with increased risk
of diabetes and higher incidences of numerous types of cancer, including leukemia.

What to do

If a smoked turkey or ham sandwich is
your lunch of choice, try to vary your diet,
switching to tuna, peanut butter, or other
choices several days a week. Or cook turkey
and chicken yourself and slice it thin for
sandwiches. How to Tell if Someone Is
Having a Stroke.
3. Diet soda Although sugary drinks with
diet soda seems like a smart solution for
keeping weight down—a heart healthy
goal—it turns out diet soda is likely a
major bad guy when it comes to stroke.

Why it’s bad

People who drink a diet soda a day may up
their stroke risk by 48 percent. A Columbia
University study presented at the American
Stroke Association’s 2011 International
Stroke Conference followed 2,500 people
ages 40 and older and found that daily diet
soda drinkers had 60 percent more strokes,
heart attacks, and coronary artery disease
than those who didn’t drink diet soda.
Researchers don’t know exactly how diet
soda ups stroke risk --- and are following up
with further studies—but nutritionists are
cautioning any one concerned about stroke
to cut diet soda pop.

What to do

Substitute more water for soda in your daily
diet. It’s the healthiest thirst-quencher by
far, researchers say. If you don’t like water,
try lemonade, iced tea, or juice.
4. Red meat This winter, when the respected journal Stroke published a study
showing that women who consumed a
large protion of red meat each day had
a 42- percent higher incidence of stroke,
it got nutrition experts talking. The
information that red meat, with its high
saturated fat content, isn’t healthy for
those looking to prevent heart disease
and stroke wast’t exactly news. But the
percentage increase (almost 50 percent!)
was both starling and solid; the research-
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ers arrived at their finding after following 35,000 Swedish women for ten
years.

Why it’s bad

Researchers have long known that the saturated fat in red meat raises the risk of stroke
and heart disease by gradually clogging
arteries with a buildup of protein plaques.
Now it turns out that hemoglobin, the
ingredient that given red meat its high iron
content, may pose a specific danger when
it comes to stroke. Researchers are investigating whether blood becomes thicker and
more viscous as a result of the consumption
of so-called heme iron, specifically upping
the chance of stroke.

What to do

Aim to substitute more poultry—particularly white meat—and fish, which are low
in heme iron, for red meat. Also, choose the
heart-healthiest sources of protein whenever
you can, especially beans, legumes, nuts,
tofu, and nonfat dairy.
5. Canned soup and prepared foods

Whether it’s canned soup, canned
spaghette, or healthy-sounding frozen
dinners, prepared foods and mixes rely
on sodium to increase flavor and make
processed foods taste fresher. Canned
soup is cited by nutritionists as the
worst offender; one can of canned
chicken noodle soup contains more
than 1,100 mg of sodium, while many
other varieties, from clam chowder to
simple tomato, have between 450 and
800 mg per serving. Compare that to
the American Heart and Stroke Association’s recommendation of less than
1,500 mg of sodium daily and you’ll
see the problem. In fact, a nutritionistled campaign, the National Salt
Reduction Initiative, calls on food
companies to reduce the salt content
in canned soup and other products by
20 percent in the next two years.

Why it’s bad

Salt, or sodium as it’s called on food
labels, directly affects stroke risk. In one
recent study, people who consumed more

than 4,000 mg of sodium daily had more
than double the risk of stroke compared
to those who ate 2,000 mg or less. Yet the
Centers for Disease Control estimate that
most Americans eat close to 3,500 mg of
sodium per day. Studies show that sodium
raises blood pressure, the primary causative factor for stroke. And be warned:
Sodium wears many tricky disguises,
which allow it to hide in all sorts of foods
that we don’t necessarily think of as salty.
Some common, safe-sounding ingredients
that really mean salt:
Baking Soda
Baking powder
MSG ( monosodium glutamate)
Disodium phosphate
Sodium alginate

What to do

Make your own homemade soups and entrees, then freeze individual serving – sized
portions. Buy low sodium varieties, but
read labels carefully, since not all products marked “ low sodium” live up to that
promise.

A mature (over 70)
lady gets pulled over
for speeding…
Older Woman: Is there a problem, Officer?
Officer: Ma’am, you were speeding.
Older Woman: Oh, I see.
Officer: Can I see your license please?
Older Woman: I’d give it to you but I
don’t have one.
Officer: Don’t have one?
Older Woman: Lost it , 4 years ago for
drunk driving.
Officer: I see… Can I see your vehicle
registration papers please.
Older Woman: I can’t do that.
Officer: Why not?
Older Woman: I stole this car.
Officer: Stole it?
Older Woman: Yes, and I killed and
hacked up the owner.
Officer: You what?
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Older Woman: His body parts are in plastic bags in the trunk if you want to see.
The Officer looks at the woman and
slowly backs away to his car and calls for
back up. Within minutes 5 police cars circle
the car. A senior officer slowly approaches
the car, clasping his half drawn gun.
Officer 2: Ma’am, could you step out of
your vehicle please!
The woman steps out of her vehicle.
Older woman: Is there a problem sir?
Officer 2: One of my officers told me
that you have stolen this car and murdered
the owner. Older Woman: Murdered the
owner?
Officer 2: Yes, could you please open the
trunk of your car, please.
The woman opens the trunk, revealing

nothing but an empty trunk.
Officer 2: Is this your car, ma’am?
Older Woman: yes, here are the registration papers.
The officer is quite stunned.
Officer 2: One of my officers claims
that you do not have a driving license. The
woman digs into her handbag and pulls out
a clutch purse and hands it to the officer.
The officer examines the license. He looks
quite puzzled.
Officer 2: Thank you ma’am, one of my
officers told me you didn’t have a license,
that you stole this car, and that you murdered and hacked up the owner.
Older Woman: Bet the liar told you I was
speeding too.
Don’t Mess with Mature Ladies
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MEDICAL SCIENCE

Cancer
killer discovered

This fruit is known as
Katu Aatha in Sri Lanka

Guyabano, The Sour sop Fruit

The Sour Sop or the fruit from the graviola tree is a miraculous
natural cancer cell killer 10,000 times stronger than Chemo.

W

hy are we not aware of this?
Its because some big corporation want to make back their
money spent on years of research by trying
to make a synthetic version of it for sale.
So, since you know it now you can help
a friend in need by letting him know or
just drink some sour sop juice yourself as
prevention from time to time.
The taste is not bad after all. It’s completely natural and definitely has no side
effects.
If you have the space, plant one in your
garden.
The other parts of the tree are also useful.
The next time you have a fruit juice, ask
for a sour sop.
How many people died in vain while this
billion-dollar drug maker concealed the
secret of the miraculous Graviola tree?
This tree is low and is called graviola in
Brazil , guanabana in Spanish and has the
uninspiring name “soursop” in English.
The fruit is very large and the sub acid
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sweet white pulp is eaten out of hand or,
more commonly, used to make fruit drinks,
sherbets and such.
The principal interest in this plant is
because of its strong anti-cancer effects.
Although it is effective for a number of
medical conditions, it is its anti tumor effect
that is of most interest.
This plant is a proven cancer remedy for
cancers of all types.
Besides being a cancer remedy, graviola
is a broad spectrum antimicrobial agent for
both bacterial and fungal infections, is effective against internal parasites and worms,
lowers high blood pressure and is used for
depression, stress and nervous disorders.
If there ever was a single example that
makes it dramatically clear why the existence of Health Sciences Institute is so vital
to Americans like you, it’s the incredible
story behind the Graviola tree.
The truth is stunningly simple:
Deep within the Amazon Rainforest grows
a tree that could literally revolutionize what

you, your doctor, and the rest of the world
thinks about cancer treatment and chances
of survival. The future has never looked
more promising.
Research shows that with extracts from
this miraculous tree it now may be possible
to:
* Attack cancer safely and effectively with
an all-natural therapy that does not
cause extreme nausea, weight loss and
hair loss
* Protect your immune system and avoid
deadly infections
* Feel stronger and healthier throughout the
course of the treatment
* Boost your energy and improve your
outlook on life.
The source o f this information is just as
stunning: It comes from one of America
‘s largest drug manufacturers, the fruit of
over 20 laboratory tests conducted since the
1970’s!
What those tests revealed was nothing short
of mind numbing...
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Extracts from the tree were shown to:
* Effectively target and kill malignant cells
in 12 types of cancer, including colon,
breast, prostate, lung and pancreatic
cancer..
* The tree compounds proved to be up
to 10,000 times stronger in slowing the
growth of cancer cells than Adriamycin,
a commonly used chemotherapeutic
drug!
* What’s more, unlike chemotherapy, the
compound extracted from the Graviola
tree selectively hunts down and kills
only cancer cells.
It does not harm healthy cells!
The amazing anti-cancer properties of
the Graviola tree have been extensively
researched-- so why haven’t you heard
anything about it?
If Graviola extract is as half as promising
as it appears to be-why doesn’t every single oncologist at
every major hospital insist on using it on all
his or her patients?
The spine-chilling answer illustrates just
how easily our health-and for many, our very lives(!)--are controlled by money and power.
Graviola--the plant that worked too well
One of America ‘s biggest billion-dollar
drug makers began a search for a cancer cure and their research centered on
Graviola, a legendary healing tree from the
Amazon Rainforest.
Various parts of the Graviola tree-including the bark, leaves, roots, fruit and
fruit-seeds- -have been used for centuries by
medicine men and native Indians in South
America to treat heart disease, asthma, liver
problems and arthritis.
Going on very little documented scientific evidence, the company poured money
and resources into testing the tree’s anticancerous properties-- and were shocked
by the results. Graviola proved itself to be a
cancer-killing dynamo.
But that’s where the Graviola story nearly
ended.
The company had one huge problem with
the Graviola tree--it’s completely natural,
and so, under federal law, not patentable.
There’s no way to make serious profits from
it. It turns out the drug company invested
nearly seven years trying to synthesize two
of the Graviola tree’s most powerful anticancer ingredients. If they could isolate and
produce man-made clones of what makes
the Graviola so potent, they’d be able to
patent it and make their money back.
Alas, they hit a brick wall. The original
simply could not be replicated.
There was no way the company could
protect its profits--or even make back the
millions it poured into research.
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As the dream of huge profits evaporated,
their testing on Graviola came to a screeching halt.
Even worse, the company shelved the
entire project and chose not to publish the
findings of its research!
Luckily, however, there was one scientist
from the Graviola research team
whose conscience wouldn’t let him see
such atrocity committed.
Risking his career, he contacted a company that’s dedicated to harvesting medical
plants from the Amazon Rainforest and
blew the whistle.
Miracle Unleashed
When researchers at the Health Sciences Institute were alerted to the news of Graviola,
they began tracking the research done on
the cancer-killing tree.
Evidence of the astounding effectiveness
of Graviola--and its shocking cover-up-came in fast and furious....
The National Cancer Institute performed
the first scientific research in 1976.
The results showed that Graviola’s “leaves
and stems were found effective in attacking
and destroying malignant cells.” Inexplicably, the results were published in an internal
report and never released to the public...
Since 1976, Graviola has proven to be an
immensely potent cancer killer in 20 independent laboratory tests,
yet no double-blind clinical trials--

the typical benchmark mainstream doctors and journals use to judge a
treatment’s value- -were ever initiated..
A study published in the Journal of
Natural Products, following a recent study
conducted at Catholic University of South
Korea stated that one chemical in Graviola
was found to selectively kill colon cancer
cells at “10,000 times the potency of (the
commonly used chemotherapy drug) Adriamycin...” The most significant part of the
Catholic University of South Korea report
is that Graviola was shown to selectively
target the cancer cells, leaving healthy cells
untouched.
Unlike chemotherapy, which indiscriminately targets all actively reproducing cells
(such as stomach and hair cells),
causing the often devastating side effects
of nausea and hair loss in cancer patients.
A study at Purdue University recently
found that leaves from the Graviola tree
killed cancer cells among six human cell
lines and were especially effective against
prostate, pancreatic and lung cancers...
Seven years of silence broken--it’s finally
here!
A limited supply of Graviola extract,
grown and harvested by indigenous people
in Brazil , is finally available in America .
The full Graviola Story--including where
you can get it and how to use it--is included
in Beyond Chemotherapy:
New Cancer Killers, Safe as Mother’s
Milk, a Health Sciences Institute FREE
special bonus report on natural substances
that will effectively revolutionize the fight
against cancer..
From breakthrough cancer and heart research and revolutionary Amazon Rainforest
herbology to world-leading anti-aging research
and nutritional medicine, every monthly
Health Sciences Institute Member’s Alert puts
in your hands today cures the rest of America
--including your own doctor(!) — is likely to
find out only ten years from now.
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VOYAGE

Soul comforting
visit to Syria, Iraq
and Saudi Arabia
(11.4.2011 to 07.05.2011 (27 days)

Abdul Razzak Kothari

S

yria (Sham) is a country which claims
the distinction of being the oldest
civilization in the world. Its capital
Damascus has a population of 40-50 lacs.
The official language is Arabic. It has
no second language. Very few speak and
understand English. Tourists, at times and
in fact most of the time find it very difficult
to make their points of view clear thru
body language. Its currency is Syrian Liras
which is equal to Pak Rs. 2 per lira. Syria
is two hours behind Pakistan standard time.
Damascus is good and green city. In its
belly, lies hundreds of holy and pious men
including Prophets.
Syria, like other Muslim countries, unfortunately is considered as a troubled and
terrorist state. So much so that two days
after we reached Damascus, some 30-35
persons were murdered. Thus making the
environment very tense. Syrian people are
bent upon overthrowing the present regime.
Therefore the Government is very cautious
and if anyone is found speaking ill about
it, or creating mischief is taken to task immediately and then his whereabut suddenly
disappears.
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We were grieved to see that Syria being a
Muslim country, the culture, way of living
and clothing particularly of the ladies was
totally non-Islamic. In fact dressing of the
ladies has surpassed western countries.
Mostly ladies wear skirts and jeans and
particularly at the Airport counters, we were
shamed to see the make-up they wear on.
More paining was the fact that whenever
these ladies see any one with beards, they
make fun and laugh at him.
As compared to Syria, Iraq is more tense
where even now in Baghdad, curfew is imposed right from midnight till early morning. As we did not know about the curfew,
during our morning walk after the Fajr
prayers, one of the military men warned
us to stay indoor. The people are also very
non-cooperative. They do not feel shame in
asking for bribe.
Even during our journey to Baghdad by
road, in the midway, for using the toilets,
we were asked for money. Tension and
fear prevail almost round the clock. The
mosques immediately after each prayers are
closed.
Economically Iraq is very weak. Before

the war, the families which were well off
and used to help others, are now themselves
begging for their very survival.
Once we had made up our minds, in spite
of all this, a group of about 20 persons
mostly businessmen, undertook the journey
and embarked upon the holy trip to these
countries.
The first leg of the visit was Damascus,
Syria and for which the Gulf Air Flight GF
051 left Karachi at 0645 hours on Monday
11.4.2011 via Bahrain which was safely
covered in 3 hours. Immigration formalities
were over in about an hour and a half.
Bahrain International Airport is very
beautiful, spacious and worth-seeing. It has
all the facilities required of an international
airport. However, cost-wise very expensive.
To quote an instance, a cup of tea costs
around Pak R.325.
After a stay of about 2 hours at the
Bahrain Airport, we changed the flight for
onward journey to Damascus and arrived at
1205 hours. Both at Bahrain and Damascus, the immigration process was slow
rather very slow. The persons at the counter
take their work lightly and hardly realize the
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difficulties of the tourists. The
3-hour journey from Bahrain to Damacus
was smooth and the crew services were
equally excellent.
Damascus, the capital of Syria, as per
Hadith, is a sacred and blessed city where
God’s blessings are showered all the time.
It is really a clean and soul comforting city
which we felt while offering prayers in various mosques. Nearly all the mosques in the
city are well decorated, wall-to-wall carpet
and AC, with heaters and water-coolers
along with all facilities required of a well
maintained mosque.
Unfortunatey, before the visit, we did not
inquire about the weather condition and
took the climate there as hot and humid.
Therefore we carried summer clothing. The
weather incidentally, turned out to be cold.
In fact a day before our arrival, Damascus
had a snow fall which made the weather
chilly.
After a good night sleep, we went for
our usual morning walk. First was our
visit to the Shrine of Bibi Zainab, the sister
of Imam Hussain, which was near to our
hotel. The Roza was over crowded, mostly
with ladies crying and weeping.
TUESDAY 12.4.2011 : Visited the following mazars situated in the outskirts of
Damascus.
Hazrat Abu Hureira
Hazrat Abu Zarda
Hazrat Bilal Habshi
Tariq Bin Jaffer
Bibi Sakina
Zainul Abedin
Ume Habiba and Ume Salma, wives of
the Holy Prophet (pbuh).
Place where heads of all the martyrs of
Karbala were kept.
Place where head of Hazrat Imam Hussain was kept.
Amir Maviya and Sad Bin Abi Waqas.
Bahauddin Qalbi Halib, a 20’ long grave.
Ubaid Bin Ansari
Syedna Ruqaiya w/o Imam Hussain.
Salahuddin Ayubi at Masjid-eUmaiya.
Prophet Yahya a.s. lying in a very bad
condition.
Wednesday 13.4.2011
Shrine of Sh.Moinudin Ibne Arbi Place
where Habil s/o Hazrat Adam was murdered some 1500’ ft high. Kabil hit Habil
on the head with a heavy stone. The pain
was so severe that it made Habil screamed
loudly, and in agony, touched his hand on
the wall, where even now, his palm figure
can be seen.
Though the population of Syria is 90%
Sunni and 10% Ahle Tashi , inspite of that,
the dominating majority is of the later.
What shocked us was to see the deterioated
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condition of the mazaras of some of the
prophets as compared to those in Karbala,
Najaf and Kufa where there are Mazars
of Olias and other holy men which are
taken more care of. The business in the
areas where mazars of holy men other than
prophets are located, is going fairly well
whereas in the city, business tempo is slow
and dull.
As said earlier, the clothing of ladies
in Damascus is mostly western and very
shameful. From no angle, the city gives
Islamic look.
Thursday 14.42011:
Left Damascus for Baghdad by a luxury
33-seater Coaster, ETD 8.00 pm; Fare
Iraqi Dinar 475,000 plus 1000 as bribe and
reached Baghdad at 8.45 a.m. the next
morning. (1400 Iraqi Dinars is equal to 100
Pakistani rupees). The journey was very
inconvenient and In the way we faced lot of
troubles. The Iraqi immigration was very
non-cooperative so much so that besides
strict checking of our luggage for over a
dozen times in a 10-hour journey, they even
checked our luggage thru sniffing dogs. At
about 3.45 a.m. we reached Baghdad and
offered Isha prayers at 4 a.m. next morning.
Friday 15.4.2011
In Baghdad. Stayed in the Rest House of
Ghus-e-Azam (r.a.t.a.) Masjid and offered
Juma prayers in the Mazar. The Salat-auSalam mehfil after the Juma prayers was
heart-soothing where duffs were played.
Tears rolled from our eyes as this reminded
the days of the Holy Prophet (pbuh).
On Fridays and other holidays, families
with children used to come to the Mazar for
picnic and parties They eat and drink in the
huge open space facing the mazar.
Saturday 16.4.2011
In Baghdad, Visited Madain where Salman
Farsi is resting. You will recall that ditches
were dug on his advice during Jang-eKhandak.
In the suburbs of Baghdad, also visited
the following Shrines :
Abdullah Bin Jaabar
Junaid Baghdadi
Hazrat Isu, (a.s.) the 7th descendent of Hazrat Ebrahim (a.s)
Shaikh Maroof Kirki
Imam Ghazali shocked to see
very bad condition of the grave of the great
Scholar of Islam and writer of many holy
books,.
Sunday 17.4.2011
Took rest and mostly remained indoors.
Monday 18.4.2011

Visited Karbala, Kufa and Najaf by Coach
(ETD 6 a.m) Fare ID 300,000 plus ID
50,000 for guide services.In the way at 8.30
a.m. visited Shrine of Prophet Ayub (as).
The shrine like other prophets, was left in a
very untidy condition.
Shrine of Hazrat Ali (k.a.wj.) in Najf,
which is worth seeing.
Outside the shrine, Muslim Bin Aquil
and his son Mukhtar are buried. Shrine
of Hani Ibne Arwa. Maqame Adam and
Jibrael Place where Hazrat Ali (k.a.w.j) was
martyred.
Library where Hazrat Imam Hassan
and Imam Hussain (r.a.t.a) used to read
Quran and other holy books.
After a number of check posts, reached
Karbala at 1.45 pm.
Mazar of Hazrat Abbas (r.a.t.a) within
Imam Hussain’s mazar.
Place where 72 martyrs of Karbala are
buried.
Monday 19.4.2011
In Baghdad. Lunch of Memoni Chicken
Akni cooked with red chillies by a Memon
family of Leicester UK.
Tuesday 20.4.2011
In the evening, it rained in Baghdad and
made the weather very pleasant. Whole day
visited various markets and bazars.
Thursday 21.4.2011
Left Baghdad for Bahrain by Luxury
Coach. (Fare Pak Rs.35,000) after running
thru very tight security checks, for onward
journey to Damascus by SAM Wings
Airlines which flew at 3.45 pm and reached
Damascus at 5.10 pm.
Friday 22.4.2011
In Damascus. Stayed in Rubit-e-Al Khair
Hotel, Shahra-e-Bibi Zainab. Damascus had
rain overnight. Offered Friday prayers in
Abdul Rehman Bin Auf ’s (r.a.t.a) masjid at
1.15 pm.
Saturday 23.4.2011
Left for Jeddah by Gulf Air Flt GF902 at
0050 hours and reached Jeddah at 0825 hrs.
(24.4.2011).
Monday 24.4.2011
Reached Makkah at 1.15 am and stayed in
Al Zowar Hotel, Kabutar Chowk, Misfalah.
Performed Umra and returned to the hotel
early morning.
Due to extension of stay in Makkah,
had to change the hotel and now stayed in
Elaf-e-Qureish hotel in Kabutar Chowk,
Misfalash. Some of the members visited
Jabl-e-Noor. Offered prayers at Ghar-e-Hira
which is some 1500-2000 ft high.
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Tuesday 25.4.2011:
In Makkah, which was over crowded,
people mostly from Iran, Turkey, Malaysia,
India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sudan,etc. In
fact after Maghrib, Tawafs were offered wall
to wall.
Wednesday 27.4.2011:
Went for Ziarat from Makkah by Luxury
Coach at 0715 hrs and visited following
places :
Bin Dawood, anciently house of Hazrat
Ebrahim (alaysalam) and later on, it was
occupied by Hazrat Abubaker.(r.a.t.a)
Ghar-e-Sor
Bibi Khadija’s house
Birth Place of Fatima-tuz- Zohra (r.a.t.a.)
Birth place of the Holy Prophet (p.b.u.h)
Masjid-e-Namra at Arfat.
Jabl-e-Rehmat, as per legends, this is
the place where Prophet Adam met Dadi
Hawa.
Muzalfa.
Ashab-e-Fil, place where Hazrat Ismail
(alayisalam) was to be sacrificed.
Jamarat (Three Saitans)
Jabl-e-Noor – Ghar-e-Hira, some 2000 ft
above the sea-level.
Janat-ul-Moula Graveyard.
Masjid-e-Jinn
Masjid-e-Shajr
Place where children were buried alive.
Khalid Bin Walid’s House.

Four members below the age of 40, out of
twenty had to return to Karachi since Saudi
Visa could not be issued to them.
Thursday 28.4.2011:
Whole day in Makkah mostly performing
Tawafs. Few members also performed
Umra from Jirana.
Friday 29.4.2011:
Offered Juma prayers in the Haram Sharif.
Saturday 30.4.2011:
Left Makkah for Madina (277 miles) by bus
at 8 a.m. and reached Madina at 1.45 pm (6
hour journey). Stayed in Karim al Madina
Centre at Shahrah-e-Siteen. Dinner hosted
by one of the members of Fish and Chicken
Nuggets at Hotel Al Baik.
Sunday 01.5.2011:
In Madina After Fajr prayers went to
Masjid-e-Kuba which carries sawab of an
Umra. In the evening, one of the members
hosted a dinner of broast chicken at Hotel
Al Baik.
Monday 02.05.2011:
After doing justice to sumptous breakfast
at Islamabad Hotel, went for Ziarat at
7.15 am and visited the following places :
Masjid-e-Abu Zar Ghaffari
Masjid-e-Sajda, Masjid-e-Ijaba
Jannatul Bakki where some 10000 Saha-

bas are buried.
Four Sahaba Kiram’s Masjid (viz Masjide-Umar, Masjid-e-Usman, Masjid-e-Bilal
Habshi and Masjid-e-Ali.
Wadi-e-Bathan, Khak-e-Shifa
Masjid-e-Juma, Masjid-e-Quba
Pir-e-Khalain, now closed.
Tuesday 03.05.2011:
One of the members hosted a dinner of
Pakistani food.
Wednesday 04.05.2011:
In Madina. Went to Masjid-e-Quba and
place of Sohada-e-Oadh. Sumptous breakfast at Bangali Para. One of the members
hosted dinner of broast and fish nuggets at
Hotel Al-Baik.
Thursday 05.05.2011:
Last day in Madina. Had Fish lunch at
Qurban Fish Market.
Friday 06.05.2011:
Left Madina at 8 pm by coach which was of
very less capacity and inconvenient because
of heavy luggage. Nevertheless reached
Jeddah at 8 next morning. Had breakfast at
Jeddah International Airport of Bread and
butter and boarded flight GF 172 at 1305
hrs for Karachi which was reached at 0535
hours on 7.5.2011.
Thus 27 days of soul-comforting journey
came to an end.

Note: Some Qurani Ayats to
ponder over:

ATTENTION!
SAFETY

“Do not walk on the earth with insolence for
you cannot cut through the earth nor you can
reach the mountains in height. Of all such
things the evil is hateful in the sight of thy
Lord.” (The Holy Quran – 17: 37 & 38)

Medical Research
Authority of the US
has found new Cancer
in human being
caused by Silver Nitro
Oxide …..
Whenever you buy
recharge cards
don’t scratch with nails
as it contains
silver nitro oxide
coating and can cause
skin cancer.

“Surely Allah does not love him who is
proud, boastful.” (Part of 4:36)
“And Allah does not love any arrogant
boaster.” (Part or 57:23)
“Surely Allah does not love the proud.” (Part
of 16:23)
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HISTORY

National anthem of
Pakistan
Abdur Razzaq Thaplawala

I

t is claimed that first anthem of Pakistan
was written by Jagannath Azad, a Hindu
poet from Lahore who wrote on the
personal request of Muhammad Ali Jinnah
. Jinnah asked him to write the anthem on
August 11, 1947 and it was later approved
by Jinnah and used to be the official national
anthem for the next year and a half. However, many historians like Dr. Safdar Mahmood, a renowned scholar, reject this claim
and believe that Jagannath Azad never wrote
Pakistan’s first national anthem. This issue
is still controversial. According to Jagannath
Azad, “The National anthem was written by
me in five days time. It was too short time
for me but I tried to do full justice to it keeping in mind the road map charted by Jinnah
sahib for modern Pakistan. The national anthem was sent to Jinnah sahib who approved
it in a few hours. It was sung for the first
time on Pakistan radio, Karachi (which was
the capital of Pakistan then). Meanwhile
the situation in both east and west Punjab
was becoming worse with every passing
day and the same set of friends told me in
September 1947 that even they would not be
able to provide protection to me and that it
would be better for me to migrate to India.
I decided to migrate to this side. The song
written by me continued to be the national
anthem for one and a half years.” But this
claim could never be proved as the Radio
Pakistan recordings and international broadcasting services of that time like BBC has no
such records that this version of anthem was
ever played on Radio Pakistan. The claim
also could not be justified as Radio Pakistan,
Karachi was established in 1948 and was not
present in 1947. At independence, Pakistan
only possessed three radio stations at Dhaka
(established in 1939), Lahore (1937) and
Peshawar (1936). Another argument given
against Azad stance that this statement was
used from personal talks with no proven
record until an Indian then recent graduate claimed in one of his article without
any references to the published interviews,
moreover, this could not also be proved that
Jinnah ever met Azad. The claim could
not be established because none of Azad’s
published book included this poem which
as a poet must be in his writings. It has still
been acknowledged that Azad might have
written this song as he loved Punjab and
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Pakistan, and was a scholar on Pakistan’s
national poet Allama Iqbal and wanted it
to be recognized as one of the Pakistan’s
national songs. The website about Azad also
claimed that he was given Presidential Iqbal
Award from Pakistan in 1979 but the record
from Pakistan government doesn’t authenticate this claim.
I, however remember to have read about
National Anthem written by Mr. Azad in
newspapers in my early school days. It is
however true that everybody felt frustrated
and nobody liked a national anthem written
by a non Muslim. It is also a fact that the
Anthem written by Azad was never played
on Radio or any official meetings.
The first stanza of the Anthem written by
Azad was said to be as follows in Roman
script:
Aye sar zameen-i-Pak!
Zare tere hain aaj sitaron se tabnak
Roshan hain kehkashan se kahin aaj teri
khak
Tundi-e-hasdan pe ghalib hai tera swaak
Daman wo sil gaya hai jo tha mudaton se
chaak
Aye sar zameen-i-Pak!
In early 1948, Mr. Ahmed A.R. Ghani - a
Memon businessmen settled in South Africa
but regular visitor of Pakistan for stay here
for months protested against absence of an
acceptable National Anthem, he offered two
prizes of rupees five thousand each for the
poet and composer of a nation anthem.
The prizes were announced through
a Government press note published in
June 1948. In December 1948, a National
Anthem Committee (NAC) was formed,
initially chaired by the Information Secretary, Sheikh Muhammad Ikram. Committee
members included several politicians, poets
and musicians such as Abdur Rab Nishter,
Ahmed Chagla and Hafeez Jullundhri. The
committee had some difficulty at first in
finding suitable music and lyrics.
In 1950, the impending state visit of
the Shah of Iran resulted in the Government asking the NAC to submit an anthem
without delay. The committee chairman,
Federal Minister for Education, Fazlur Rahman asked several poets and composers to
write lyrics but different tunes and eventually

selected the one presented by Chagla and
submitted it for formal approval. Chagla
produced the musical composition in collaboration with another committee member
and assisted by the Pakistan Navy band.
The anthem without lyrics was performed
for Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan and
later for the National Anthem Committee on August 10, 1950. Although it was
approved for playing during the visit of the
Shah, official recognition was not given until
August 1954. The anthem was also played
during the Prime Minister’s visit to the
United States. The Nac distributed records
of the composed tune amongst prominent
poets, who responded by writing and submitting several hundred songs for evaluation
by the NAC. Eventually, the lyrics written
by Jullundhri were approved and the new
national anthem was first played properly on
Radio Pakistan on August 13, 1954. Official
approval was announced by the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting on August
16, 1954. The composer Chagla had however died in 1953, before the new national
anthem was officially adopted. In 1955 there
was a performance of the national anthem
involving eleven major singers of Pakistan
including Ahmad Rushdi.
The three stanza composition was officially adopted in 1954. However, the music
for the anthem had been composed in 1950
and had been used on several occasions
before official adoption. The composition is
unique in a way that no part of the anthem
repeats itself. The lyrics allude to a “Sacred
Land” referring to Pakistan and a “Flag
of the Crescent and Star” referring to the
national flag. Unofficially, the anthem is
sometimes referred to by its first line “Pak
sarzamin shad bad”(Urdu: “Blessed be the
sacred land”). The national anthem is played
during every event involving the hoisting of
the flag, for example Pakistan Day (March
23) and Independence Day (August 14).
The music composed by Chagla reflects
his background in both eastern and western
music. The lyrics are written in a highly Persianized form of Urdu. Every word in the
entire anthem is a loanword from Persian or
Arabic except the word ka (of). The anthem
lasts for 1 minute and 20 seconds, and uses
twenty one musical instruments and thirty
eight different tones.
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PROFILE

Kingpin of Pakistan

F

ew Kings return calls unless one
is terribly persistent. And then
too, they never make the call
themselves. Aqeel Karim Dhedhi does both. Disconcerting though the
practice is, it begins making sense once one
meets the kingpin of the Pakistani bourses.
Dhedhi isn’t being particularly subversive in
shunning the trappings of royalty; he’s just
very comfortable in his role as kingmaker
and doesn’t need to prove his credentials.
Dhedhi’s office near Teen Talwar is a neat
demonstration. The building itself is fairly
new but is built over a busy commercial
area teeming with women in quest of lace,
gota and synthetic jamavaar. The reception
area of the office shows promise enough but
little of it is realised: the recessed niches are
devoid of both artifacts and awards, whitelight-emitting energy savers dangle from
the space meant for discreet spotlights. The
sofas are stolid and utterly practical: easywipe artificial black leather. There is no sign
of the nature of the business conducted here
and, if one didn’t know where one was, one
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would assume that the concern isn’t making
much money. That, of course would be
the last assumption one would ever make.
Dhedhi’s business empire spans stock brokerage, investment banking, asset management and construction. He may hold just
one membership card at the Karachi Stock
Exchange but, according to conservative
market estimates, is the man behind at least
25 members who have either been financed
by him or have thrown in their lot with him.
And where there’s serious money and great
staying power, so follows market control:
Positions assumed by Dhedhi affect stock
prices. Meanwhile, his real estate interests
are said to include the ambitious Creek
Marina project, the Sofitel Plaza close to
Do Talwar and various Maymar projects besides other buildings he owns in prime locations across Karachi. Dhedhi’s also known
to be involved in a gas exploration project
with Dewan Gas. But talk to the man and
he’ll make it sound like he’s just running
the family business. “My grandfather was
a trader in Junagarh; my father used to

trade in commodities on the Bombay Stock
Exchange,” says Dhedhi. When the family moved to Pakistan in 1947, his father
became one of the first members of the
Karachi Stock Exchange; the first importer
of Techtron; a major exporter of grey cloth
and a big fish in the construction business.
“I started working with my father while I
was still at school - I was never too interested in formal education and all I know
is what he taught me,” says Dhedhi, with
one eye on the TV showing a cricket match
(he’s an avid follower). Initially, this meant
supervision of the construction arm of his
father’s business but the eventually moved
into equities, which was where his real interest lay. “My father wasn’t very educated but
no one could read a balance sheet like him
and I’ve never seen a better portfolio. He’d
always tell me to go for value and not speculate; to go against the herd and to never go
by what people said unless it reconciled
with the numbers the expected earnings, the
growth potential of the business.” While
the size of the pie may have increased in the
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years since he took over, Dhedhi still swears
by this investment strategy. “My father’s
rules included a non borrowing policy and
a policy to expand business only to manageable proportions. The rules seemed outmoded so I ventured out and ended up in a
four years downturn because banks aren’t
very cooperative with businessmen,” he
says. Given the range of Dhedhi’s interests
and his propensity to assume control of the
market, this couldn’t have been just another
haircut. However, there’s little in his tone
to suggest at the magnitude of losses. Part
of this could be his natural reticence: he
says he’s open to every question but doesn’t
offer a jot more information than asked for.
More telling, perhaps, is the soft glide over
the ‘sh’ syllables, which betrays his Memon
antecedents and offers an insight into the
man. The reluctance to gab about downturns is the stoicism of a born entrepreneur.
Dhedhi understands that losses are part
of the game and knows enough to brush
himself off and move on. But surely money
does matter? “What matters is contentment,” he answers. “I’m happiest when
I’m able to provide employment opportunities to people; when I’m able to convince
people to keep their money in Pakistan.
Most people don’t realize we’ll never get the
opportunities abroad that we get here.” He
veers off towards his pet theme-the macro
economy weaving in examples to illustrate
the investment-job creation-growth-more
investment cycle. “We set up a venture
capital company because people used to
come to us with ideas they couldn’t find
financing for.” But his detractors accuse him
of unfair market practices. “Nobody praises
the competition but the MD of the Stock
exchange or the SECP should investigate if
they think I’m manipulating the market,”
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he says dismissively. “I’ve always spoken
my mind over issues I feel strongly about
and that has led to clashes with some people
who wanted otherwise.” In 2008, Dhedhi
took on the central bank for what he saw as
“overregulation” and insisted that monetary
intervention and the artificially low interest
rates were leading to a speculative drive in
the market. “Give the state of our economy;
we need consistent growth-oriented policies.” But for all his considered views on the
economy, a formal role in policy formation
is not something Dhedhi covets. For his
part, he insists that advocacy, the mobilization of pressure groups and the securing of
funding for worthwhile projects is his contribution to policy formation. However, those
familiar with his working style say that’s
the Memon in him. “It’s a peculiar trader
mentality: to buy and sell when the price is
right. For influencing policy, one cultivates

people,” says a longtime market observer.
The current MD of the KSE used to work
at AKD Securities; the current chairman of
the SECP is said to be very close to Dhedhi.
There are also stories of KSE members
who were at the brink of default but were
rescued by Dhedhi or bailouts he organized.
“People such as AKD will always prefer
to be those kingmakers because kings also
have responsibilities to fulfill. And for the
Memon, at the end of the day, it’s all about
business.” This pragmatism seems to reflect
in Dhedhi’s politics. Talk to him about the
nexus between political parties and big business and all he’ll say is that a businessman
can’t afford to antagonize anyone. Ask him,
if he prefers a dictatorship or a democracy
and he sidesteps: “Islam doesn’t admit of
a concept such as democracy but a democracy is better for business, if it is properly
implemented. But since 75 percent of our
election results are rigged, we can’t rely on
this system.” The inclusion of faith into
the discussion is surprising for only those
who don’t know Dhedhi too well. Every
Ramzan, he hosts iftaar for scores, even
hundreds, of indigent people and organizes
large-scale taraveeh prayers. His generous
contributions to hospitals and other welfare
projects (including organizing the marriages
of poor women) are well documented. And
interestingly, his personal ambitions and
regrets revolve around philanthropy and
not work. “Pakistan’s biggest problems are
the lack of healthcare and education; I have
so many projects in the pipeline that I just
need more liquidity for,” he says ruefully.
These include plans to set up a university, a
medical college, schools and a hospital. “I
also want to promote venture financing, as a
means of generating more employment…”
Pakistan may just have found its Bill Gates.
Source: The News
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PATRIOTISM

We are Pakistani first
than anybody else
Abdul Razzak Kothari

W

hile window-shopping in one
of Karachi’s posh localities, I
overheard a soft conversation.
“Leave it, Ruby its Pakistani”. The gist of
the dialogue was obvious. I did feel sorry
but was not surprised. It was that so-called
Pakistani label that aroused annoyance.
More painful was the fact that the incident
occurred right in front of a retail cotton
cloth shop, the product in which we claim
to have attained international recognition.
To refresh the memory of readers, during
late seventies, when there was a complete
curtailment of foreign goods, our cotton/
silk products were sold with foreign labels.
This evidently proves superiority of these
items over others similar stuff made in
foreign lands.
Let aside cotton/silk fabrics, Pakistani
Sports Goods, Leather, Woolen Textiles are
in fact unique and selling like hot cakes in
the international markets. Truly speaking,
Pakistani maxis and shalwar-kameez made
of coarse cloth are considered ‘dresses of
the day’ by the European ladies.
In spite of all this and besides our products being most competitive, why do most
people opt for foreign stuff ? This and many
other similar questions agitate the minds of
intelligential.
Western culture, thinking and way of life
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largely dominate mostly in our well-to-do
families. To safeguard national interest, give
boost and encouragement to local industries, this craze and the notion that foreign
stuff is better, needs to be warded off.
Countries like Japan, China, Korea, Thailand and a few others in the Far East largely
own their progress and gigantic development to their citizens’ individual patriotic
perseverance. Here I narrate an incident
which occurred at Tokyo. A traveler from
this sub-continent went there, he engaged a
porter for carrying his luggage. The traveler
gave yens to the porter as his charges by
throwing yens on the floor. Suddenly the
porter jumped on the traveler and yelled;
“why did you throw the yen on the ground?
Who are you to insult our national currency? This was the spirit in the Japanese
which made them economically so sound
just after the perils of World War II. Now
their automobiles and electronic industries
have certainly defeated their counter parts
in England, France and the USA.
The Chinese know only one love and
that is the love of their country. Instead of
roaming in luxurious imported Mercedes,
Chevy, cars, even their minister’s use locally made bicycles for transport. Dresses
made of coarse cloth and militias, of course
locally made, are their national wear and

ministers do not feel ashamed in adhering
to this national identity.
As a true Pakistani, we should also
inculcate this national spirit in ourselves if
we want to emerge as a powerful nation. To
achieve this objective, every Pakistani has
to play his part in patronizing our products. He/she should feel proud of nationhood, and it’s heritage of the Indus Valley
Civilization. He/she should realize that
countries rise from the platform of national
identity only. He/she has to have a firm belief that countries prosper and flourish only
when its citizens have patriotic feelings and
patronizing the country’s products. This is
one such step in this direction.
The literate class has to make concentrated efforts to convince the West-crazy
individuals to keep aside their blind faith
in foreign stuff as here lies the very future
and destiny of their beloved country, the
country for whose independence thousands
have shed their blood. At the same time, our
manufacturers/suppliers have to maintain
and, in fact, improve the quality of their
products to justify the confidence reposed
in them.
As a few words of wisdom can make all
the difference, so a patriotic approach can
change the very destiny of a country.
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